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Living with a reactive dog is an emotional

roller coaster. The chances are that you are

here reading this becasue you have got to

the stage where you feel like giving up, you

just don't know what to do. 

 

I remember feeling guilty, a failed dog

parent, angry, sad, desperate,

embarrassed, among other things.

 

Rocky pictured to the right was my reactive

dog. He taught me a great deal about dog

reactivity and for that I am grateful. No one

can truly understand how it feels to live

with a reactive dog until they have

experienced it. 



 

Rocky's Story
Before we dive into this amazing program, let me

tell you Rocky's story because it is important. Rocky

came to me as a rescue. I was working in a

veterinary practice and he was brought in off the

streets at around 9 months of age. He was clearly

unsociable, had received no training or guidance

of any sort. He was malnourished and in a general

state. He made it clear form the get go that he was

not a fan of men, and was like a wild animal.

However that said, when he was brought in our

eyes met and something magical happened. I

cannot explain it still to this day. But I knew he

could be a great family dog, he just needed help.

 

 



I knew I could help Rocky, I just had to convince my husband! Rocky was kept in the vets for a couple of days

before being moved to the wardens kennels. He had no name tag or chip, so the kennels offered to hold him for

48 hours just in case an owner came forward. Due to the lack of space in the kennels and Rocky's temperament

if an owner did not come forward they were going to put him down. NOT ON MY WATCH! I followed Rocky's

every movement and made it very clear that they were not to put him down as I would have him.

 

Well a few days later we brought Rocky home. He had not been house trained so we were starting our training

with the very basics such as house training and getting him used to the crate. Rocky turned out to be an

amazing family dog and even got over his fear of men, with some of his best humans being men like my husband

and my father who he adored. Rocky missed out on core socialisation and was unable to develope crucial social

skills, so was never sure how to behave around other dogs. It wasn't until he was around 18 month of age that he

started to develop aggression around other dogs. Looking back I feel this was mainly fear but he also had a

need to protect me.

 

Being less educated back then and knowing a lot less than I do now I used various techniques to try and combat

this, some of which I am highly ashamed of. I will never forget the looks and the comments made by others when

he had reactive episodes, and their were many times when I would come home from a walk in tears threatening

those words of re-homing.

 

That's why for me reactive dogs will allways hold a special place in my heart. They are miss-understood dogs

who just need help. As their owner you need a plan, support and knowledge. A program that not only focuses on

"fixing" the dog but helps you understand and feel empowered.



 

Welcome!
Let us begin our journey together along with your

reactive dog to a place where you can feel like you

have gained back control, secure in the knowledge

that you are doing everything for your dogs best

interests in helping him cope day-day with the

things he finds challenging and scary. Lets help get

you back in the driving seat so as you can enjoy

walking your dog again, having people around to

visit, and generally stress less.



 
Understanding your dogs reactive behaviour in detail.

Powerful knowledge and tools to deal with the reactive episodes.

Management protocols to alleviate stress straight away and reduce the chances of

reactivity happening.

Emergency protocols for that "oh crap" moment.

Super human skills such as lead work which are going to radically change how you

and your dog feel on  a walk.

Changing mindset so you can focus on whats important and be empowered instead

of defeated.

Support - you are not doing this on your own. Ongoing support with access to your

own personal trainer.

Program Overview



Supportive Element
 

Lets see what support you get with this program



8 X EXPERIENTIAL TRAINING SESSIONS

In order to diagnose what's going on, teach you step by step, to

give you personal solutions to your problems.

TAILORED TRAINING PROGRAM

Written training and management plan so you know

what to implement and when. A go to guide for the

whole family to follow.

GEEK -UP

Assets to help keep you on track, go to guides for

moments when you forget or are not sure what to

implement or which protocol to use. Giving you all the

knowledge and support you need to feel better equipt.



ACCOUNTABILITY

Send me your training videos for analysis, to ensure we

make progress int he right direction.

ONGOING SUPPORT

Access to me the professional for times when your not

sure or need extra support. You can access me via

phone, email or messenger.

PRIVATE SUPPORT GROUP

For clients only, private access to the From reactive to

passive Facebook group where you can share and

discuss with other reactive dog owners who

understand.



Module
Overview

What we will achieve



STRESS RELEIF BLUE PRINT

Instantly feel more relaxed and in control again

knowing you have a plan to follow with management

protocol and strategies to get instant relief.

MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

Removing triggers immediately so as you are able to

stop your dog practicing the behaviour and instantly

bring down his stress levels, giving you both chance to

reset and be better prepared for the learning journey.

CINFIDENCE BOOSTER

Helping your dog be more relaxed and less anxious

around the things he finds scary, building resilience so

he is better able to deal with stressors. 



YOUR END OF THE LEAD

Lets teach you some amazing lead skills and

also work on changing your mindset so as you

are sending all the right signals to your dog.

EMERGANCY ACTION PLAN

The what to do should the "OH CRAP" moment

happen. Be prepared and ready to handle any

situation.

ENRICHMENT PLAN

Your dog needs an outlet for the ongoing

stress build up and anxiety.



HOW DO WE GET
STRATED?



VET REFERAL
Your dog must of had a health check within the last three

months. Book your dog in for a general health check with

your vet and let them know you want to work with me. I can

then get the referral process set up.

INTAKE FORMS

I will send you some forms for you to complete and return to

me before we get started on the program.

LETS GET STARTDED!

We book our sessions and start our amazing journey.



How Does Virtual Training
Work?



 

Using the video call platform Zoom we will schedule weekly

sessions where I can demonstrate and instruct you through the

training techniques required. 

 

BONUS: The sessions can be recorded and sent to you. This means

should you forget any of the information I share with you during a

session or struggle to remember how to implement a certain

exercise, just watch it back.



 

Do not suffer any longer.

 

We can do this together.

 

let me help you help your

dog get to the place you

want to be.



 

 Phone Gemma on: 01594 832361

Email: gemmasdogtrainingandbehaviour@gmail.com

www.gemmasdogtraining-behaviour.com

 

Get In Touch

"Putting Your Dog's Emotions At The Heart Of Rehabilitation & Training"


